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...

Whosever room this is should be ashamed!

His underwear is hanging on the lamp.

His raincoat is there in the overstuffed chair,

And the chair is becoming quite mucky and 
damp.

His workbook is wedged in the window,

His sweater’s been thrown on the floor

His scarf and one ski are beneath the TV,

And his pants have been carelessly hung on 
the door.

His books are all jammed in the closet,

His vest has been left in the hall.

A lizard named Ed is asleep in his bed,

And his smelly old sock has been stuck to the wall.

Whosever room this is should be ashamed!

Donald or Robert or Willie or–

Huh? You say it’s mine? Oh, dear,

I knew it looked familiar!

-Shel Silverstein 



What is Irony?

Irony - The expression of one’s meaning by using language that normally signifies the opposite.

Example (situational irony) - A family spends a lot of time and money to prepare their mothers birthday to 

show how much they care, turns out it was next month and none of them knew the actual date, she ends up 

getting sad that nobody knew the correct date.

(Verbal Irony- sarcasm) “Don't go overboard with the gratitude,” he said with heavy irony.”

(Dramatic Irony)  Girl in a horror film hides in a closet where the killer just went (the audience knows the 

killer is there, but she does not).



The effect Irony has

Irony is often used in books and movies to show the sarcasm of a character, Situational irony creates an 

unexpected joke or twist that leaves the audience either laughing or crying, it can have a good or bad 

outcome. Dramatic irony can be used for suspense to keep the audience on their toes.



Creative way to remember Irony

Situational irony - a fire hydrant catching on fire, that's ironic.

Verbal Irony - just think of it as sarcasm 

Dramatic Irony - Shakespeare uses a lot of dramatic irony, he 

Also writes drama, drama has dramatic irony. 



Mastery Question

Go ahead and take out a piece of paper

Write down the two main points to Irony

Put your heads down when you are finished 

Use the 3 finger technique to help us see if we did a good job presenting!
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